## Freshman Advising Meeting

**Thursday October 2nd 12:30-1:45 pm**

### Department | Freshman Advisor | 12:30-1:30 pm
--- | --- | ---
Anthropology | Lynn Sikkink (Mark Stiger) | Hurst 020
Art | Tina Butterfield | Quigley 234
BAE | Roger Hudson | Borick 115
BAE- Economics/ENVS double major | Sally Hays | Borick 118
BAE Marketing | Kevin Nelson | Borick 104
BAE- PLRM | Menon Billingsley | Borick 121
BAE or Economics | Dave Plante | Borick 118
BAE or Economics | Scott Lazarus | Borick 118
BAE- Resort Management | Michael Vierregge | Borick 122
BAE- Entrepreneurship | Chris Greene | Borick 115
BAE- Accounting | Steve Crowley | Borick 203
Biology (wildlife/ecology/environmental) | Pat Magee | Hurst 130
Biology (ecology/environmental) | Robin Bingham | Hurst 107
Biology (cell/pre-med/molecular) | Shan Hays | Hurst 232
Biology (cell/pre-med/molecular) | Pete Gauss | Hurst 230
Chemistry | Jason Mulhins | Hurst 201
COM- Film | Jack Lucido | Taylor 228
COM- Strat Com | Terry Schliesman | Taylor 228
COM- Theatre or no emphasis | Mike Brooks | Taylor 228
COM- Theatre | Karin Waidley | Taylor 228
Computer Information Science | Dan Schuster | Hurst 101
Elementary Education | Barbara Woerner | Crawford 119
English | Mark Todd | Taylor 201
English | Christy Jespersen | Taylor 201
English | Alina Luna | Taylor 201
Environment & Sustainability | Lynn Sikkink (John Mason) | Kelley 116
Environment & Sustainability | John Mason | Kelley 116
Environment & Sustainability | Jonathan Coop | Kelley 116
Environment & Sustainability | John Hausdorff | Kelley 116
Environment & Sustainability | Jeff Sellen | Kelley 116
Exercise and Sport Science | Pete Kadushin | Gym 17
Exercise and Sport Science | Crystal Southall | Gym 17
Geology | Allen Stork | Hurst 028
History | Duane Vandenbusche | Kelley 128
History | Heather Thiessen-Reily | Kelley 128
Mathematics | Kim Fix | Hurst 103
Music | Heather Roberson | Quigley 103
Politics & Government | Maria Struble | Kelley 201
Psychology | Mae Maclintire | Kelley 121
Psychology | Scott Cohn | Kelley 121
Psychology | Suzy Cofield | Kelley 121
Recreation and Outdoor Education | Matt Ebbott | Gym 205
Recreation and Outdoor Education | Paul Tame | Gym 205
Recreation and Outdoor Education | Mark Gibson | Gym 205
Sociology | Matt Aronson | Kelley 120
Sociology | Melanie Hulbert | Kelley 120
Sociology- Criminal Justice | Cindy Whitney | Kelley 119
Spanish | Veronica Mendez-Maqueo | Taylor 226
Undeclared | Jen Drumm | Taylor 105
Undeclared | Scott Cantril | Taylor 101
Undeclared | Katie Wheaton | Taylor 100
Undeclared Honors | Dan Cress | Kelley 127